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Happy Mother’s Day 2010!
We at Indusladies.com have been consistently amazed with the quality of
writing talent that exist among our Mommy Bloggers. If you read a few of these
blogs, you would be awed by how they provide expression to the emotions and
sentiments that exist in the unique relationship between a mom and her kids.
Also, the camaraderie that exist between these bloggers is unique in its own
way.
We want this tribe to flourish. For this mother’s day, we want to pay tribute to
our mommy bloggers and provide them exposure to the 1lakh members and
facebook/twitter fans of indusladies.com. Even if each of these bloggers pick
up a few regular readers as a result of this, we would consider this initiative
successful.
We wish to thank our friends at Blogadda, who readily partnered with us in
getting the word out about this initiative to their blogger members. If you own
a blog, please register with Blogadda.com.
Thank you.
Indusladies.com Team
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About Indusladies.com
Indusladies.com is the largest online community for Indian Ladies. More
than 5 lakh Indian Women come to Indusladies on a monthly basis to discuss
various topics, engage in a dialogue, ask questions, get help, share tips and along
the way build authentic and enduring friendships. Visit www.indusladies.com.

About Blogadda
BlogAdda is the largest community of bloggers in India and provides a platform
to showcase Indian blogs. Promote your blog, discover new blogs, connect with
Indian bloggers, read interviews. Enjoy. Submit your blog Now!
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Indusladies Discussions your might be interested in..
Parenting Discussions at Indusladies - A Sample!
1) Mental Health Awareness in Schools
2) Let’s talk about sex? How to talk about it to your child?
3) Vegetarian...Why?
4) Raising Indian Kids in the USA
5) Now, I feel a bit like a Mom...
6) A Working Mother’s Confession
7) It is vital to keep your health while trying to be a super mom
8) Mom-friendly benefits/policies at your workplace
9) Invisible Moms
10) Share your LO’s Favorite Recipe!
11) Dealing with Toddler/Preschooler tantrums, especially outside the home
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URL
http://mommy-inmaking.blogspot.
com/

Name

Description

Mommy In
Making

In my mind, I am still a 16 year girl. Naive, ignorant and
learning. IN real life, I am much more, a wife, a working
professional, a home-maker and a mother to an adorable
toddler. This blog captures my journey of transformations
from a girl to a mother but keeping the girl in me alive. And
oh yes, all the insanity included. I also blog about Life’s adventures at It’s a Start and write for Chicago Moms Blog

Top 5 Posts
In Memory of the Sippy Cup!
The topsy turvy world of guilt
Another one of being a desi parent!
Mommy’s Girls!
Yes... I am a ‘Plan-o-holic’
Gals.. and there shoes!

http://hiphopgmom.
blogspot.com/

http://ammupappa.
blogspot.com

Hip Hop
Grand
mom

Ammupappa’s Kids
Favour ite
Collection.

I am a working woman nearing retirement. I work in a local
college in the Steel City of Jamshedpur. I am the mother
of three wonderful children -2 girls and a boy. I have 4
grandchildren who add joy to my life. My husband is a caring person who likes to pose as being formidable which of
course he is not. He has a rough exterior but a very soft
temperament and mellows down even before me. I started
blogging in 2006 and I am enjoying it to the core.

Changing parenthood??

Tamil, kannada, Telugu, Malayalam, Gujarati, Marathi,
Hindi and English Nursery Rhymes and cartoons, Dora
in Tamil, Mickey mouse, Donald duck, kindergarten workbooks, Story books, tales, Live TV, Games, kids movie,
Kids art, craft, science projects, quiz, Walt Disney’s animation films, learn musical instruments.

Disney Learning Series with Mickey
Mouse and Winnie the Pooh

The spice of life.
Happy Mother’s Day.
Defending arranged marriage

English nursery rhymes - One Two
Buckle My Shoe
Kids Software : Kids Coloring Book 2006
Kids Science Projects - How to Build a
Water Rocket
Kids Crafts Projects - How to make a fun
Summer Watermelon Letter Holder
Kids Art Projects - How to draw flowers
(3 different styles)

http://shreyakalra.
blogspot.com/

A Child- I am a Mommy blogger who blogs at http://shreyakalra.
hood jour- blogspot.com/ about my experience parenting my two
ney
year old daughter, stoires from our day to day life. The blog
is also two year old now since I have been maintaining it
since my daughter was born. I write regular updates about
her, share my parenting expreience and things that are
close to my heart which I wish to share with my friends,
family and fellow parent bloggers.

The Mother-Daughter Moment
Qualifiers Of A Mom
Deja Vu !
The Probashi Parent
Mi Mejor Amigo
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URL

Name

http://umsreflections.
wordpress.com

UmaS Reflections - I
am being
reflected
in these
pages.

Description

Top 5 Posts

I am a SAHM, with two teenage daughters. I love the College or Prison ?????
time being spent in the cushions of motherhood and I blog
about my family, daughters, parenting and all those is- Follow thy heart…
sues, which has touched or struck a chord in me.
My daughters are answering
I love being a MOM !

http://sandhyas.
blogspot.com/

EveryDay
Musings

I am a mother of a 5 year old daughter and this blog is For My Mother
mostly a chronicle of how I am growing up with her.
Tired Of Doing Those Chores?
Sharply Thoughtful
No batteries required
My Shishya : My Guru

http://avymom.wordpress.com/

Avymom’s
Blog

I am a mom to a year and half old Avyukt. My interest to Allergies-and-healthy-eating-whostart blogging stemmed from various experiences once I would-have-thought
reached motherhood. Avy is a kid diagnosed with multiple
food allergies- Milk, Soy, Egg, Peanut and Chickpea. How To-avy-dear...
we lead our daily lives while finding replacement nutrients
in feeding him is the centre of my blog. In the past year
dealing with I have had to research so much and feel like
I have a lot to share to other moms who maybe having a
similar kid, or just to help

http://www.
rajeshwari.blogspot.
com

What s
the good
word?

I am a stay at home mom, with a talkative 2 year old son. In and Around
Blogging is a way of allowing the other side of me to talk
on the net. Everyday ramblings, insights, unspeakable Summer of 89’
truths, just posts, trivia, travel. The anonymity has brought
out the real me without social pretentions and apprehen- Santa and globalisation...
sions. I think it reflects me , completely
Saturday Night Show

http://nicetimepass.
blogspot.com

Timepass

I have been blogging since almost three years. Initially, I Punch at 1.5 years
used to blog about my daily experiences. After my daughter was born two years back, most of my blog posts are Punch Chali Amica
about her. I enjoy blogging as I share my thoughts and experiences with fellow readers who give me good feedback Dream Fixing
online as well as offline.
Shopping

http://www.indusladies.com/forums/
blogs/sureshmiyer/
parenting-anart-3128/

Parenting - The blog expresses concern about the rising rates of
an art
suicide among
young children due to the level of competition and
increased
expectations from their parents.

Love or lust
Vasudevam Kutumbakam
Wipe away my tears
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URL
http://www.indusladies.com/forums/
blogs/deep2008/
follow-the-call-yourheart-1918/

Name

Description

Top 5 Posts

Follow the Blogging is a creative outlet for my thoughts & feelings How to ensure maximum development
call of your about any topic which I feel is really close to my heart & of your child’s brain
heart
about which I can express freely without any inhibitions.
Blogging is something which I enjoy immensely.
How to make your child excel on all
fronts of life
What will your child gain through reading habit?
Introduce your child to the wonderful
world of books
Fill your life with rainbow colours of
happiness

http://krishnnaleela.
wordpress.com/

Krishnaleela

It is about Positive parenting, Learning Disabilities, Gifted Walking-with-my-son
child, Child driven learning, Indian schooling and our everyday life. It is about making the child happy and confident. Daughter-a-precious-gift
Dyslexia-and-reading
Abacus-training-a-moms-view
Ruby-and-emerald

http://www.indusla- Sanguine
d i e s. c o m / fo r u m s / Squiggles
blogs/shanvy

A full time mom with varied interests from music to life
with a love for kids and I believe that maternal instincts
don’t need a kid of your own to kick them in. Life has been
a great teacher and the experiences lessons which have
left their mark. I believe knowledge is all about sharing
and you increase your own values by talking and sharing
them with others.

How far will we push as parents ??
My little one...
When Did my boy grow up???
Being a role model, how difficult can it
be???
Parental Pride

http://menkap.blogspot.com/

Whispering Winds

I am my son’s doting Mom! As a person, I am on the For the Little Ones - Pending since
lookout for understanding everything that makes all of us 19Nov09
unique individuals. Exploring different colours of life – in
relationships, friendships and understanding why what Some of Our Chats
glitters is not gold...
Children’s Day Update
Taaray Zameen Par and My Moon
On Ur 2nd Bday
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URL
http://musenmotivation.wordpress.
com/2010/05/02/
should-children-besex-informed/

Name
Muse n’
Motivation

Top 5 Posts

Description

As a blogger, I enjoy immensely the entire process of con- Musenmotivation.wordpress.com muse
necting and sharing moments, emotions and perspectives n’ Motivation
with the whole world.
Freedom from Guilt
Twitter Sparrow Where Are You?
In Shail’s Space - Spanking A Child
In Shail’s Space - Women Drinking:
How healthy a Trend is it?

http://boosbabytalk.
blogspot.com &
http://indianmommies.blogspot.com

Boo

http://anudina.blogs- Anudina
pot.com/

www.coffeeringseverywhere.
blogspot.com

Boosbabytalk is mostly about my kids and me. And the
husband if he is annoying enough! I began writing when
my older daughter was 4 months old. What started as a
hobby has turned to a passion. My husband calls it an
addiction! I have two daughters aged 5 and 2. We currently live in Switzerland. Though you can take a girl out
of Tamilnadu she will still be longing for idlis and dosas
looking at the Alps! :)

Playing GOD is nt as easy I thought it
would be.
How Lil Ashu Got to Prague, Got stung
by a Bee and Lived to tell the tale.
Check out what the Indian Mommies
are upto at

I am a software professional blogging about ANU. It’s Putta Putta Hejje ittu.....
about my daughter...my angel, god’s gift to me... She is
about 18 months old now, and I started blogging when Anu ataata(games)
she was just 5 months old... It’s about her learning to walk,
speak etc... When she grows up I want her to go through Anu...16 months old
this blog and relive her childhood.

Coffee
Rayna M. Iyer is many things to many people. The mother
Rings Eve- of two boys with a combined age of 11, and a combined
rywhere
IQ far surpassing her own, she answers more questions
everyday than many internet sites may in a month. She’s
a former investment banker working for a non-profit, who’s
passionate about running, reading, writing, photography
and gardening. She blogs about her kids, books and the
state of the nation.

X for Unknown
N for Networking
D for Daddy’s Darling Daughter
E for Education
Faith
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URL
http://devividya.
blogspot.com

Name
I love you,
Mom!

Top 5 Posts

Description
God could not be everywhere, so he created Mothers.

Mother of Mine

I created this blog to write about my mother. A tribute Wanted Alive AND Dead!
and... A biography of sorts.
About me: Vidya Sury
Thursday - And a piece of childhood
I enjoy writing, sharing experiences and useful information
on my blog - about friendships, relationships, family, health Moving Experience
and things that excite and inspire me. My bread, butter,
jam and sometimes flavoured cheese come through my
work as a freelance writer.

http://bubblecapsules.blogspot.com

Bubble
Capsules

I am a Hyderabadi Telugu girl married to a Bengali guy.
We have been blessed with a son, who is now 10 months
old. I write about life as a mom to our son, the challenges
and joys of parenthood. I post pictures of my son and stay
connected to other mommies out there, sharing my stories
and experiences along this great journey of mommy hood.
Link to 3-5 of your most popular blog posts

Happy Birthday, Baba!
Your way, my way or the highway?
On parents, parenting and motherhood
Zzzzzzzzz
Prevnar Round 2 and directions on introducing solids

http://emaanchopra. The Blue
blogspot.com/
Elephant

This blog is written on behalf of my son -Emaan, who
turned 2 in January. It’s a journal of his wonderful memories / photos; which make us laugh each time we go back
and read them. It’s about life from a toddler’s point of view,
at times a bit exaggerated but pure fun. I love my son very
much and am re-living my childhood through him every
single day! This blog helps me unwind and de-stress on
a regular basis.

They call me Prince Yo!
A failed shot at love
Modesty is a vastly overrated virtue :-)
My first story
For the love of Colours
MILESTONES!!

http://revuu.wordpress.com
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My Space!

I’m a stay-at-home-mom with a 2 yr old son. A Software Should kids be encouraged to watch tv?
Engineer by profession. I blog about my thoughts, my feelings and every little things of my life. After all it’s those li’l About Me
things that count…
Bringing Up Manu
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URL
http://anu4karthik.
blogspot.com/

Name
Me, Myself
and Anu

Description

Top 5 Posts

Anu Karthik is a passionate person with a strong sense of Whatz the hurry?
will. This blog is a way for her to look back at who she was
and how she has evolved :) Blog posts range anywhere Race Day
from personal experiences, parenting, achievements, observations, and just anything under the sun.
Thatha, I miss you
Straddling the fence
Joys of Motherhood

http://ampostscript.
blogspot.com

A.M. Postscript

A mother, wife, New Yorker, Indian-American, and travel Admirable Woman: A Tribute to My
enthusiast.
Mother
Chicken Curry for the Indian Mother’s
Soul
Your Mother’s Maiden Name?
Postcard: Grand Canyon
Postcard: South Africa

http://starsinmeyes. Things
wordpress.com
do not
change...
until we
change!

http://tiny-tidbits.
blogspot.com/

“Endless facets to me…a closet feminist, upcoming writer, evolving mom, egalitarian wife, questioning daughter
and rebellious daughter-in-law, loyal friend and now loquacious blogger! An eternal optimist and idealist, I like
genuine people, straight talking, clear thinking and sincere
actions.” And a brief description of my blog...”I blog about
parenting, feminism, adoption, marriage, dilemmas...but
the common thread in most of my posts is…change. I
think some things do keep changing by themselves, like
kids growing up, us growing older, but most other changes
happen only when we work out things, shift in our attitudes
and perspective and take positive, effective action. This
blog is about a chronicle of those changes, mainly in me.”

Tiny Tidbits Tiny Tidbits is my honest attempt to capture as many moments of Macademia and Pecan’s childhood, as possible.
It is an attempt to encapsulate the very essence of their
childhood. Hopefully, sometime in the future, when I find
myself wondering as to how time zipped past so fast, how
the kids grew up so soon – this chronicle, these “Tiny
Tidbits” will hopefully serve as a medium for a humorous,
engrossing, refreshing trip down memory lane.

Adoption is not choosing a child
Talking truths with kids
We’re getting a boy baby…
How are we protecting our children?
A question of colour

Growing Up ....
Cultural Identity in Children
The Harry Potter .......
Riddles to the Rescue :))
Around the world in 80 clicks ...
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URL
http://chaptersfrommylife.blogspot.com/

Name
Chapters
from my life

Description

Top 5 Posts

I am mother of two teenagers... (Who will not be teen- Just a day in bringing up Farheena..
agers anymore in near future) and that leaves very little place for me to be something else. Off course I do Faith of a special Girl....
find time to be a wife, sister, daughter, friend, woman,
teacher, student, blogger etc.
Losing Mom is tough on any day....
I have survived breast cancer for 14
years and still going...
Children are to be loved and protected
.. NOT ABUSED!

http://ranjusanju.
blogspot.com/

Sranjhitham

I am a mother of two. Sanju and Ranju (Niranjan and
Sanjana)... so that makes me “Sranj”... and Sranjhitham
is Sranj - hitham.... whatever Sanju, Ranju and their
mom Sranj likes. The fun we have in our small family
and the beautiful world around us.

Saturday, January 30, 2010
In Memories Of...
Friday, November 13, 2009
A Second Child?
Do you have an Alien at home?
Naivedyam
Baby’s Day Out!

http://momofrs.word- Mothering
press.com
Multiples

A rookie blogger who suddenly decided one day that the Its Time To Speak Up, To Act!!
antics of her twins should be saved to get back at them
once they grow up. Ha-ha...just kidding. My blog is just a Loving every bitter moment of it !!
collection of instances of my life, and the people closest
to me, my husband, kids, friends and family.
“Sab Maya hai….”
How long does it take…..
How it all got planned

http://littlediva.wordpress.com
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My Sunshine

I started blogging, when I was pregnant and the blog Happy Birthday Papa!
was my online journal. Then, the baby came and
I started writing about her. Before I knew it, the blog My perfectly planned postpartum visit
became an important part of my life. I have made so
many friends here, learned so many things from other HE is a girl!
bloggers...I can’t imagine life without the blog.
Smiles
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URL

Name

seemabbas.blogspot. Counting
com
Down Days

Description
Being a working woman, a homemaker and a mother, I
find myself on my toes most of the time. This blog was
born when I was punished with complete bed rest during my 32nd week of pregnancy. I have tried penning
down my experiences on this beautiful journey to being
a mother and from there on... Hope my daughters would
like reading them when they grow up...

Top 5 Posts
Abbas as the ‘to be DAD’
Finally they arrived
Amazing feeling of seeing your offspring grow
My experience beginning the day I left
Kolkata
My family reached me after 3 weeks of
separation

http://www.enrichingyourkid.blogspot.
com/

Enriching
Your Kid!

http://daffodils2.word- daffodils2
press.com/

http://www.indusladies.com/forums/
blogs/promilla/index4.html

A Clinical Psychologist by profession; having practised
a good number of years I settled to be a home maker
when we had our kids. I started this blog in a venture to
chronicle my mom’s recipes and my experiments with
cooking for my family.
Cooking for kids is a challenge that every parent faces.
To prepare something nourishing as well as enticing for
a kid is the challenge. Join me in my ventures by sharing
your experiences

Chickpea Crepes with Tofu Crumble/
Besan Chila

An ex working woman, now a stay at home Mum of two
grown wonderful girls. A die hard optimist. Love travel,
outdoors, social media, movies and cuisines. Friendly,
a people’s person. A keen observer. Love meeting likeminded people in cyberspace. A true Piscean. Believe in
Good Karma. My world revolves around my loved ones.
I just started blogging a month back and have blogged
about family, travel, food, current affair, motherhood,
science etc.

A Tribute to Mothers

When Did He This is about my eight year old son when he first time
Grow Up
went away from home to visit his uncle’s place. I thought
he would never go without me as he is very attached
to me but I was surprised to see him ready with the
baggage and a broad smile...my baby was pretending
to be bold and BIG :) This is an attempt to share some
beautiful moments with the readers.

Healthy Wholemeal Spiced Veg PizzaInternational Pizza Pie Incident
Bird’s Nest
Spinach Burger and the Swallowtail

The Elusive Truth
All about Junk Food
Yoghurt Please
Trip to Vaishno Devi

Is There Any Instrument to Measure
Mom’s Heart?
A Bouquet to the Housewife
Are You Discriminating; Unconsciously?
Boards; she and me
A Slice From Life ...Sumna
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URL
http://hellomommyhood.blogspot.com/

Name
Hello Mommyhood

Description
I started writing a mommy blog soon after the birth of my
daughter in March 2009. Hello Mommyhood captures
some snapshots from the biggest adventure I’ve ever
been on: motherhood! It features me - the new mum on
the block trying her darnedest, P- the cool papa and the
star of the show- our baby girl Nikki!

Top 5 Posts
All in a day’s work
Mommy made a boo boo
The tag that never was and other
random updates
Eleven months and counting!
Boss kaun hai, maloom hai na?

http://www.momotales.blogspot.com/

Mehek - The
fragrance in
our lives

This is a blog chronicling the activities of my child Me- Win-nie de poohla (pehla) prize
hek. I blog for the sake of record keeping and not necessarily for followers or comments.
Party of the year ....
Smiley Potatoes, Sandwiches, Small
(Mini) Idlis, sugary treats, Super
yummy cakes etc etc

http://rishnish.blogs- Growing
Arrival of Nish made me a SAHM and enjoys mother- Terrible two’s and Fearsome four’s
pot.com
Phase of Rish hood in ways unimaginable. This was accompanied
and Nish
by Rish just opening up in his communication. I have Thithab turns 4
been a lazy mom in capturing many of their magical
moments. Before they leave the baby’s nest I want to Mishy Mishy turns two !
treasure some of them so that it can be enjoyed later on!
I hope I can make it as impressionable with my words as
they did with their words and actions :-)

http://sumakanthan.
wordpress.com/

A Slice of My The blog is the happenings in my life - I write about Child again??
Life
parenting, community issues and anything that touches
What is it with women and parallel
my heart, provokes me or makes me laugh.
parking?
Religion for dummies…..
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URL

Name

Description

Top 5 Posts

http://chotusworld.
wordpress.com

Chotu’s world A SAHM – Stay At Home Mom (for now) to 2.9 years Being Chotu…
young, chotu. My blog essentially revolves around our
journey together as mother and child. It also is about Profound Question II..
other things that I come across in everyday life, that
move me enough to write about. In chronicling the Never been so touched..
above, I’m also trying to explore my own space as
someone who can write well enough to be able to hold
a steady audience.

http://best-put-forwards.blogspot.com/

Faaaaast
Forwards!!

I am a 36 year old Mother of 2, Working from home -Full
time (Have my own Recruitment Consultancy). I have
been married for 8 years, been working for a living since
I was 19. If I got another chance at living my life, am
proud to say that I would change nothing and I regret
nothing! :)

http://lavanyad.com

At the end of
the day

As a blogger, just like in real life, I wear many hats. The Mother of all Baby Showers!
Mommy blogger, personal blogger, entertainment blogger, food blogger - I basically write about whatever Abusing the British Welfare State
strikes my fancy. Which is more or less everything under
the sun! It might make it hard to classify my blog in the Kunukku
traditional sense but it also means that my blog makes
for an interesting read!

http://monikamanchanda.wordpress.
com

Monika’s
World & Life
of our Prince
Ojas

Every bit a Leo, good and bad Wanting to live like the
queen and being pampered is a trait running in my veins.
Extremely fun loving party animal… Really patient at
times and extremely volatile in the next instance…. and
last but not the least a strong feminist who wants to fight
for equality for women at every walk of life. In a nutshell bundle of contradictions, a working independent
woman, a mom, a wife, a daughter, a friend, a traveller
and a blogger :)

A Sunday for all religions
So what do u buy for your child?
A mother of three daughters : God
save her
And threw him down the stairs
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URL
http://planetabode.
blogspot.com

Name

Top 5 Posts

Description

Planet Abode I have two blog pages out of which one is totally dedi- Who is Greedy?
cated to my twin girls who are 7 1/2 years old now.
Doubting God’s Bountiful Resources
Effect of EVS

http://rashworld.
wordpress.com/

Rambling of
idle mind

Angel’s Mom that’s what I like to call myself after hav- 9 Months in…9 Months out !!!
ing my little bundle of joy in my hands. My blog is online journal of angel’s antics from crawling to falling to You know you are mom when…..
walking, her goo gaa and all other similar stuff. Presently I m work at home and enjoying perfect balance 10-on-10
between work home and angel. Through this blog I want
to record her tiny endearing and loving moments to read
and smile in coming years and to share with all those
who love her.

http://jottingsmine. Just Like That My blog mostly has to do with my son- stuff that he does
blogspot.com
(JLT)
to make his parents laugh/cry, but occasionally the husband also gets included, and at times, working-momangst creeps in.
I also use it as a sounding board for advice from fellow
bloggers, and to rant and to ponder and to share and to
laugh..... Lots of things, actually, as I found out when selecting a few of my better posts for you to go through...

When the father does his bit.
Happy Birthday to MEEEEE!!!!
For better and for worse..
Why Sonny boy goes to school.
2009
Missing...

http://ashwinideo.
com
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A b s o l u t e l y Mom to a 2 year old and still trying to figure out what NERVOUS is an UNDERSTATEMENT
Ashwini
motherhood is all about. I now realize what my mom
meant when she said - “You’ll know when you become
a mom”. I write about pretty much everything under the
sun and believe in taking it easy and all in my stride!!

INDIAN Mommy Bloggers

URL
http://grannyhomeremedies.blogspot.
com

Name
Grannyhomeremedies

Description
This blog gives wonderful home remedies for various
diseases. My request to add this blog is because; I still
believe that many women are looking for such simple
home remedies, which their mothers and grandmothers
used to follow. Through my blog I am bringing these
remedies to the reach of all such searching women.

Top 5 Posts
Home Remedies Breast feeding
Home Remedies for Menstruation
Problems
Home Remedies for Children
How to cope up with menopause

http://www.induslaAm I not a
dies.com/forums/
Mother?
blogs/mithila-kannan/
am-i-not-a-mother-3147/

The Mother is praised, her virtues extolled by one and
all, particularly on Mother’s Day. Gifts are given and she
is happy at least on that day. But do we attach meaning
to what we do? I particularly feel sad for the performing
artists, actresses of the lot who lead painful lives. Their
relatives sponge on them, husbands are rude to them,
very often their children go astray and on top of it, the
society takes pleasure in mocking at them in public.

Oh,Woman ,you are your own enemy!
An open letter from a mother to her
newly married daughter-part-3
Suseela,my love,my wife and my Valentine
Your Ability to Communicate ,My
dear,decides your Success at Home
and at Office

http://www.aditisal- Aditi’s Album
bum.blogspot.com

http://www.growingrootsnwings.
blogspot.com

I was wowed by reading other mommy blogs that I started my own. The blog is all about my little girl and snippets from my own life feature on the blog occasionally.
I picked up various tips from other bloggers when Aditi
was baby and hope that the blog will be useful to others
around the globe. The other common thread that runs in
my blogs which fascinates me is the connection to India.
Living thousands of miles away, it’s nice to know what
happens in one’s favourite city through the words of fellow bloggers. Lastly it’s a record of Aditi’s life as I see
it and which she may like to read once she grows up.

Latest Addiction
History Repeats Itself
Creating The Golu
The Bicycle
Dreaming Of Big Cars

G r o w i n g I am a first time mom of a 7 month old boy. This blog Mama Outsmarts ‘Mama’s Guilt’; Starts
Roots
and is about my little one and my exploits in the brave new Blogging!
Wings
world of mothering. I see my blog as a space for my
baby to frolic and a stage for my mothering mantra to Falling In Love With Appu
flourish.
Lessons From Up Above
Infant Entertainment Special!
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INDIAN Mommy Bloggers

URL

Name

http://blogs.rediff.
Life As I
com/foundationkranti. Know It).

Top 5 Posts

Description

I write my blog on life’s experiences. What I’ve learnt The Best Teacher
from my life. The blog is on varied topics like self-realization, philosophy, laughter, poems, easy tips and likes. Brain Factory of a child
Let’s All Be A Pencil
Different Light
Accept Yourself d Way U R

http://sandhyaryal.
blogspot.com/

“A View From
My Side”

http://amateurabe. Li’l Cubby R
blogspot.com/

My blog is just a few weeks and a few posts old. I blog I begin writing
about my life as a mom and about the books both my
daughter and I read. It is not exclusively a parenting How do I relate to my first language?
blog. Since my blog is only a few posts old, I am sending you links to those which talk about my parenting A goes to a birthday party
experiences.
School (Run) Friends

I am a mother of an extremely delectable and cute almost 3 year old l’il boy. Basically a happy person, I have
a smile that reaches my eyes and I almost always have
my heart in the right place. I am not the most sentimental
of mothers and more often than not resort to “screaming
banshee” variety of parenting and don’t even guilt trip
about that too often! But I do love my Cub and his father
a LOT and they pretty much define me and my life! :)

He IS a dude! :)
We are same same but different!
So Cubby is NOT so L’il Cubby now! :)
You know you are on a vacation
when...
kya bahu kabhi saas banegi?!
Why?!

www.ambulisamma.
wordpress.com
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In the Journey A full time SAHM’s blog on all randomness in her life.
of Life
Utilizing the concept of blogging to capture candid moments in life with my partner and this sweet little gal Ambuli. I crib about her tantrums and wonder her learning
curve, record her achievements, boast her on milestone
embarking, pranks played by partner and chit chat
on any random topic. While blogging about all i come
across, loving to make a lot of friendship.

An unwise decision at an uncertain
situation
Typical day of a stay-at-home mom
Activity dairy
Agokkae,Igokkae,Egokkae

INDIAN Mommy Bloggers

URL
http://mysticmargarita.blogspot.com/

Name
Another Shot
at Life

Top 5 Posts

Description

Wife, daughter, and writer. But mostly mom. I write Bringing up Baby
about Popol, women’s issues, life’s various quirks, relationships, movies, and anything else that catches my The fun way to lose those mommy
fancy. A magical mix of black, white, and grey, my writing pounds without going to the gym!
reflects the myriad shades of life.
How to keep your mom fit ‘n healthy –
handy tips for toddlers
Manners for Dummies of the Desi Kind
Satyajit Ray’s Pikoo - Extra-marital
Affair and the Child
I Remember...
What Women Want – A Lesson in Mahabharata for Ram’s minions
Sir Popol and the Green Dragon

http://tikulicious.
wordpress.com/

Spinning a
yarn of life

I have been blogging for a long time now and it is a
personal space where I voice my thoughts about the
social issues especially women related issues, society,
nature, travel, parenthood and most of all share poetry
and fiction. Writing for me is being the change I want to
see as a woman, mother and as a human being.

Being a daughter, old age and the
empty nest
Have It Flaunt It
What’s love got to do with it
Adi turns 18- Remembering the special
moments
The day I was Born - A true account

http://rinksnbitts.
blogspot.com/

Anoobhooti

Life is not fair but good. My blog is an attempt to realise
that goodness. We often rush through life, thinking that
money, things or jockeying for position will really get us
somewhere faster. We think that we will get to joy, fulfillment, and peace faster. That’s really what we want.
But since our seats are assigned in the journey of life, it
really doesn’t matter. Welcome to my Blog! I hope you
enjoy it. Comments are Welcome.

Parenting
Five Thing You Love About Being A
Mother
How Times Are Changing
Parents From The Eyes Of Children
Children, Parents And God
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